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REPORT ON WORLD OZONE DAY -2014
World Ozone Day is observed throughout the world on 16 th.
September every year. This year the World Ozone Day was
celebrated at the Institution of Engineers (India), Jharkhand
State Centre, on 16th. September 2014 at 7.00 p.m at the
Engineer Bhawan premises jointly with ISHRAE Ranchi
Chapter.
Convener of the Programme

The programme started with welcoming of Chief Guest

The audience gathered on the occasion

Er. J.M. Bhambure, Executive Vice President, Blue Star Mumbai, and other dignitaries.
The Chairman of IE(I), JSC, Er. Chandrakant Raipat welcomed all the dignitaries and requested
them to take the chairs on the dais. In his short speech, he expressed his views on the subject
and the significance to observe this day. He Wished that mass awareness must be taken up to
save our planet.
The convener Er. Sanjay Sen also spoke a few words on importance to observe this day and
initiative being taken up ISHRAE, Ranchi chapter to propagate the theme to make people
conscious about saving our planet and to conserve ozone layer of the atmosphere.
The convener requested all the dignitaries The Chief Guest Er. J.M.Bhambure, Er.Swadhin
Mukherjee - President ISHRAE, Ranchi Chapter.Er. Kamal Sarkar – R D (EAST), ISHRAE, and the
eminent speaker Er.K.D. Choudhury – CEO, Grass root Creation India (P) Ltd., New Delhi, and
Er.A.K.Saxena – Council Member, Council Member, IE(I),JSC, to light the Inaugural lamp. The
Inaugural lamp was lighted by all the dignitaries.
All the dignitaries were offered flower bouquets by the children of members and the convener
requested the Er. Kamal Sarkar – R D (East), ISHRAE to deliver the Lecture on the theme of ozone
day. Er. Kamal Sarkar first started with the significance to observe this day and how this ozone
layer oon the atmosphere is gradually reducing which is becoming vulnerable for the whole
atmosphere. He also gave a scenario how the ozone layer of the atmosphere can be maintained
so that it will have a balance. He also showed some diagram, the effect of reduction of ozone
layer in the atmosphere.
The convener then requested Er. Swadhin Mukherjee - President ISHRAE, Ranchi Chapter to
speak few words on effect of reduction of ozone layer and its effect on our nature. Er. Swadhin
Mukherjee deliver a lecture and gave some data which was reflected on atmospheric effect of
reduction of ozone layer on our earth. He said that excess pollution due to extraction of oil and gas
and various other means which affects our atmospheric imbalances and the effect reduces the
ozone layer of our universe and as a result the direct sun rays will spoil our nature which will
ultimately ruin our natural lives. Which will directly affect our nature and the habitation.
The convener then called Er.K.D.Choudhury – CEO, Grass Root Creation (I) Pvt Ltd., to deliver a
lecture on effect of ozone layer on our earth. He expressed his views by providing data collected
from various sources of international agencies who are working on effect of reduction of ozone
layer on atmosphere.

He expressed that way ozone layer of the earth reducing the situation can be grave if no
corrective measures are taken up. So, scientists of many international agencies are looking out
for various means to reduce the effect of atmospheric pollution. If atmospheric pollution is
checked then the earth can be made safe and ozone layer can be maintained and our planet
can be saved from extinction.
The convener then requested Er. A. K. Saxena - Council Member –IE(I),JSC to speak on the subject.
Er. A.K. Saxena delivered the lecture on effect of reduction of Ozone layer in the atmosphere
and projected many diagrams about the effect of atmospheric changes takes place and its
adverse effect on our earth. If this situation continues then gradually our planet habitation will get
affected and to get rid of this grave situations environmental scientist are working to reduce the
atmospheric pollution and reduce its adverse effect. People must be made aware so that minimum
level of pollution is maintained so that its effect will not affect the reduction of ozone layer in
atmosphere.
Lastly the convener requested the Chief Guest Er.J.M Bhambure to deliver his opinion and what
measure to be implemented to reduce the adverse effect to maintain ozone layer of atmosphere.
Er. Bhambure in his speech expressed his views on effect of reduction of ozone layer in
atmosphere. He also projected by power point presentation the effect of reduction of ozone layer.
He expressed that for maintaining ozone layer the atmospheric pollution must be reduced and
one must be made conscious to think ways and means to reduce the pollution level. All
developed and developing are working and trying the invent system and process to reduce
atmospheric pollution and maintain ozone layer of the atmosphere which will ultimately improve
our survival of nature on earth.
With this convener requested the chairman to present mementoes to all the dignitaries.
The vote of thanks was delivered by Er. Kamal Sarkar, who thanked the Chief Guest, Guest of
Honours and invitees to make this event a grand success.
The convener then invited all present, to join the dinner.
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